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Intro

What do people say is the most important thing for writers to learn/do?
At this winter’s self-publishing summit

 Give readings
 Build communities of loyal fans

What’s the fastest growing/most vibrant part of the literary world?
Not self-publishing or ebooks but spoken word

 An ever-expanding line-up of highly popular regular spoken word events such
as Hammer & Tongue and Bang Said the Gun

 Spoken word artist Hollie McNish achieved over 1 million YouTube hits in
just a few days in 2013 with her poem “Mathematics”

 The inaugural Ted Hughes Prize, a major £5000 award, went to performance
poet Kate Tempest

 New publisher Burning Eye Books has taken off dramatically in 18 months as
a press dedicated to publishing spoken word artists

My history

I guess I was naïve when I started self-publishing, not really knowing many others
who were doing it at the time other than the close group of friends I had at the Year
Zero collective, which 22 of us had started up in January 2009 in protest at the
publishing world’s lack of opportunities for new literary fiction, and Guy Gonzalez of
Digital Book World, who when he wasn’t talking digital publishing was one of the
US’ leading slam poets.

So I didn’t really know that writing was writing and other stuff was, well, other stuff.
What I knew was that I loved indie rock music, the musicians I’d met at gigs shared
pretty much exactly the same artistic ethos as I did, that one of the writers I respected,
and still do respect, most in the world, Marc Nash, used to work at the iconic Rough
Trade in Brick Lane, and that one of my good friends James Rhodes was currently
taking pops at the Classical music scene by making his concerts more gig-like and
doing rather well out of it thank you.

Which meant, when I came to organise the launch of my first book, which was to be
my first ever reading, it seemed like the most natural thing in the world to get in touch
with my favourite acoustic musician (I had at least figured out that fully-amped and
bookshop wasn’t a match made in heaven, though that would change in time…), the
wonderful Jessie Grace. I borrowed a trick from James and made a minimalist and
beautifully laid out set of A5 programme notes, and Jessie and I split the night
between us, each with two fifteen minute sets, alternating music and reading. I should
add, for those of you who only know me as a performance poet, this was a long time
before I discovered poetry. This was prose at its prosaic prosiest.



More than 60 people turned up that night, some of them to see Jessie and some of
them to see me. She sold CDs, not all of them to people who had come to see her. I
sold books, not all of them to people who had come to see me. Which meant I never
unlearned the fact that it made perfect sense for writers to share the floor with people
from other arts. My next event, held at Rough Trade, featured three writers and three
music acts (including Jessie), and it went from there.

Reading

Nothing cements your story, and you, in someone’s mind quite so much as hearing it
straight from your mouth, read with every ounce of the passion that drove you to write
it in the first place.

What to read

The very best reading will do three things:
• hold the audience’s attention from start to finish
• make the audience desperate for more
• showcase all your talents

A great reading, to do all of these should:

• Be short. 8 minutes is the longest you can possibly keep an audience rapt. 5
minutes is about right for prose. You can, of course, do more than one 5 minute piece
during an evening.

• Show all your talents – however experimental your style, the best readings have a
clear narrative arc, and will demonstrate your skills at pacing, description, and
dialogue.

A short story will usually accomplish these better than a novel excerpt.

How to Read

• Rehearse. Lots. And then more.

• Go to the venue in advance. Stand/sit where you’ll be standing/sitting for the
reading. Get to know the layout of the room so you feel comfortable there.

• When you do that, pick an object in the room, close to where the audience will
be, to read to. That way you won’t be distracted by not knowing where to look.

• Figure out in advance what to do with your spare hand. Holding a book in one
hand really is distracting in a way that you won’t realize until you get there and feel
this thing waving around by your side. Practice an action, hold something, even put it
in your pocket, but plan what you’ll do.



• Learn to breathe from your diaphragm, and learn breath control so that you
only ever have to breathe on the commas and full stops. EXAMPLE

• If you only invest in one thing, make it an acting lesson.

• Don’t worry if you’re nervous. You will be. You certainly should be. That’s
because you care and want to give your audience a fabulous time. If you have done all
of the above, you will have maximized your chance of being able to work through the
nerves and channel them into giving a great performance. This is why you need to do
all these things in advance (and especially learn your breath control), because when
they confront a nervous you they can send your mind in a hundred directions. If you
know the space, and are comfortable with your actions and your material, that won’t
happen.

And practically:

• Ensure that you have water. Ask the venue but bring your own in case.

• Always have cards/bookmarks with you.

• Bring enough books, and check the sales arrangements with the venue.
Bookstores may want to check your books in as stock and then take their discount.
That, after all, is how they make their living, and doing what the venue likes is
courteous and the key to a long-term relationship.

• Bring a piece of paper for your mailing list and actively pass it around the
audience.

• Have a friend in the audience that you trust to be honest to give you feedback
– and ideally to film you so that you can learn for next time.



Collaborating

Pooling resources amongst the like-minded but different skilled: Collectives

 Chill Pill, a leading collective of performance poets
 Triskele, a collective of self-published writers who help each other with

marketing, formatting, editing, design, each member filling other members’
skill gaps

Collaborating across the arts

Expanding yourself creatively
 It widens our creative horizons and expands our creative vocabulary.
 It expands our network of brilliant creative people.

- music – put on a night where the performance is split between
writers and musicians

- artists – you will find a series of slides from my collaboration
Lilith Burning with Katelan Foisy. Katelan is a writer/artist/model/photographer. She
went in costume as Lilith, the mythological first wife of Adam, and strong feminine
archetype. We went round Oxford and took photos of people’s reactions to her, from
tourists to shopkeepers. Then we made those photos into an artwork and invited
everyone we’d met back to a local bookstore that evening where they could look at
what we’d done, listen to readings about Lilith, and listen to music.

- I have a longstanding collaboration with photographer
Veronika von Volkova, who works not just on covers with me but on
multidisciplinary art and poetry

- Lucy Furlong’s Amniotic City, a psychogeographic poetry
map of London’s hidden feminine architecture is an incredible example of working
across the arts to create something that wouldn’t be possible using just one medium

- Verse Kraken is a project that combines poetry and art and
residential workshops

- Tongue Fu is a regular evening where performance poets and
musicians feed off each other in live shows

- Penning Perfurmes was an Arts Council supported national
initiative that saw poets create work based on perfumes and perfumers create scents
based on poetry.

Creatively speaking I have found myself learning things and taking steps I could
never have imagined through my collaborations.

Expanding your fanbase

Our taste in literature isn’t just about our taste in literature. It reflects a fundamental
part of us, the same part of us that also expresses itself through a love of certain music
and certain art.

And many people who love the same music and art as us do so because it reflects a
fundamental part of them that also expresses itself in the kind of literature we write.



Key is to maintain a consistent feel/ethos between all the artists involved and
everything you create, so that those who appreciate one part of what you’re doing will
appreciate the others.

 It gives our existing fans something truly valuable by exposing them to other
things they will love.

 It brings our work to whole new audiences, many of whom will then become
part of our fanbase.

 It creates all sorts of possibilities for producing interesting collaborative
merchandise!


